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Mine is a typical story. Nothing unique. 20 October 1992, my first day at WHO, a memorable and proud moment for me. I began, as many had before me, with countless temporary short-term contracts at the bottom of the GS scale – never knowing until the very last day if my contract would be renewed or not. As a single parent, living in a state of constant anxiety, I do not know how I managed to stay sane under such precarious conditions. Actually, in 1993, for the first time in my life, I visited a psychologist - too afraid to claim it on my insurance form, afraid it would go against me getting a fixed term contract. I fully empathize with colleagues who are in a similar situation and am in total awe as to how they can go on keeping it together. Has it gotten better? I wonder. Though you cannot fault the organizations for trying to find a solution to the temporary contract nightmare – through contract reform, – this same nightmare haunts many short-term staff even today.

I hit the jackpot in January 1995 when I was selected for the fixed-term post where I was the incumbent. Raised to the prestigious level of “fixed term” staff, I was eligible to run for the Staff Committee. My memorandum to the polling officer dated 12 April 1995 states “I have two interests: the rights of temporary staff and a healthy work environment for all staff.” I was elected. Ironically, on 6 December 1995, I received a letter from HR informing me that I was “bumped” from my post due to a major Reduction in Force exercise. At that time the policy was basically, last in first out. I was given the statutory three months’ notice with a choice to stay on as a temp afterwards. Not much choice, I needed a job. I trained my replacement, the one who bumped me and I moved on to another position… as a temp. Back to square one: step one, no language allowance, no dependent’s allowance, no pension contribution from the Organization. But I still had a job and armed with many more skills and experience. They say bad things usually open the door to good things. In my case, it proved to be true. In February 1996, I moved to the vaccine research department. On 1 October 1996, I was selected to the fixed-term post where I was the incumbent. One of my most memorable experiences… good bosses, good programme, good colleagues, great exposure to the field of vaccine research and development. From there I moved to the position of General Secretary of FICSA and equipped with a new set of skills and experience I moved back to HQ as the Executive Secretary of the Board of Appeals, while never relinquishing my role and responsibilities as a staff representative.

Now, almost seventeen years to the day since joining WHO on 20 October 1992 – fourteen of which as a staff rep – I can safely say, with the hindsight, that the ups and downs of the first three years prepared me for the other fourteen. This issue is dedicated to Staff Representatives past, current and future.
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THE STAFF COORDINATING COUNCIL: AN INSIGHT FROM THE EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

The United Nations Office at Geneva (UNOG) is the second largest duty station in the United Nations Organization and it comprises around 3,500 staff members. The various agencies tackle a wide range of issues and topics such as Human Rights, Trade and Development and the Environment.

ELIZABETH JAMES

Supervision is necessary to provide transparency and accountability that determine the way the staff are treated. In this respect the Staff Coordinating Council constitutes a body that monitors the activity and processes of staffing within UNOG. At the helm of the Staff Coordinating Council is Mr. Ridha Zargouni who holds the position of Executive Secretary. The role of Mr. Zargouni is to “represent the Council and to speak on behalf of it”. He follows up on the decisions that are adopted by the Council and he guarantees that they are “properly and adequately implemented”. In parallel, the Staff Coordinating Council undertakes joint efforts with other Staff Unions that necessitates Mr. Zargouni to “coordinate proposals and positions when they address external forums such as the International Civil Service Commission or the Fifth Committee of the General Assembly”. Finally, Mr. Zargouni takes care of staff complaints through an intervention “at various managerial stages to resolve issues in an informal manner”.

Recently, administrative changes have occurred within the United Nations system. Mr. Zargouni notes that “the Secretary-General has embarked on a huge change in the contractual system in the Secretariat. Decisions have already been made at the level of the Secretary-General for the fixed-term and temporary appointments. This fall, the General Assembly will decide on the continuing appointments”. Mr. Zargouni considers that “this is now the most important issue of concern to the staff”. In parallel, the work of Mr. Zargouni led him on a mission to Nairobi. There, at the SMCC, the global negotiating forum between the Council and the management, he, Mr. Ian Richards and Mr. Jean-Claude Mporamazina, the team from UNOG, negotiated along with other representatives for “the conversion of the fixed-term contracts under the 100 series into permanent ones”. He states that the process must be monitored. The completion of this endeavour presents a challenge as Mr. Zargouni mentions that under the terms of negotiations “more than three hundred cases were registered while UNOG Administration has given a figure of 114 eligible candidates”. Accordingly, “these figures do not coincide”, so Mr. Zargouni summons the need to “stay vigilant in order to ensure that every eligible candidate is given due consideration for conversion to permanent contract”. Mr. Zargouni states that change has also appeared in the area of “staff selection system, mobility, and the implementation of the new Justice system, as of 1 July 2009”. The Council will need to be “alert to any problem which may occur” in the implementation process of those changes.

Mr. Zargouni considers that the Staff Coordinating Council is a pivotal body. It must be present at the table with the management since “the policy of boycott is simply counterproductive”. Representation is critical especially when one considers that “decisions and changes will occur whether one likes it or not”. The voice of the staff must be heard on all occasions the management decides to bring about changes. The Council raises the concerns and proposals on behalf of the staff so that managers take their interests into account. Moreover the dialogue with the management enhances “the importance and the vital role of staff representation” in the context of change and reform.

Representation must be promoted according to Mr. Zargouni because “staff is the best asset of the Organization”. The management must pay heed to their concerns since dialogue helps “improve working
conditions”. Through a collective effort the Organization can better “impact on change, reach better results and therefore make the best use of our resources”.

Dialogue requires a common ground, a platform where staff and management can set common objectives. The name of this platform is “the Council Socio-cultural Commission”. According to Mr. Zargouni the platform “will give an excellent opportunity to all staff members to be directly involved in the activities of the Council, enrich the proposals that can be brought to the table of negotiations with the Administration, and achieve our main objective: better working conditions from different perspectives”.

Mr. Zargouni is optimistic about the future, yet he considers that the work of the Council will continue to need to be shouldered by “a young generation of Staff Representatives”. The cornerstone of their job will be to “fight for the Staff rights”. The Council embodies fundamental human values such as “respect, dignity and determination” and Mr. Zargouni hopes that the same values will drive the next generation “to negotiate and improve the working conditions of the staff such as contracts, recruitment and promotions, career developments, salaries and other entitlements, and pensions”.

Finally, Mr. Zargouni aspires that one day the Council will be recognized in its own right through the presence of “Staff Representatives at the Podium of the General Assembly who deliver their official statement at the Opening of each Annual General Assembly session”. Mr. Zargouni adds with a pinch of humour that “should it happen before I retire, I will certainly be a candidate”.

SOLIDARITY… SOMETIMES? HELP FOR UN STAFF CAN TAKE SEVERAL FORMS

While the old trade-union song calls for solidarity forever, most staff in trouble would be satisfied with a bit of solidarity… sometimes.

David Winch, UNOG

Staff expect that a basic duty of their representatives is to help them in times of severe stress. These periods of distress can be related to their fragile contract status or even non-renewal, to harassment issues, problems with UN benefits, or dealing with the thicket of administrative rules. It is no surprise that UNOG staff may forget to vote, but know exactly where to find Coordinating Council members when they need solidarity and support.

While civil servants and, a fortiori, international civil servants are considered privileged and somehow immune to unforeseeable misfortunes, it is surprising how often solid citizens can suddenly find themselves alone and bereft.

Family problems

Staff members can find, for example, that when their fixed-term contract is not renewed, this leads to severe financial and
family problems. Other life crises are related to health issues, care of elderly or destitute relatives, or problems with adolescents and the law that draw them into complicated legal problems.

The first duty of staff representatives is to talk with staff members, then direct them towards the most appropriate UN office or organ for problem-solving.

There are formal bodies such as the joint Benevolent Fund/Fonds de solidarité, a staff-administration body with a mandate to consider very specific requests for financial assistance in cases of hardship. But these requests cannot be blanket, long-term solutions or a social-welfare replacement. Grants are limited and targeted.

For example, because of a sudden family crisis, a school payment might force the expulsion of a student; a brief and limited bursary amount might cover that period. Funds are limited, so loans or grants have to cover very specific projects or periods.

**Safety net**

The UNOG Coordinating Council in 2008–09 decided to try to create an additional safety net for those staff whose problems were not covered by Human Resources or were rejected as Benevolent/Solidarity Fund proposals. Hence a block of Council funds was approved for clearly defined hardship cases when, in extremis, these other solutions fail.

Selection criteria had to be very clear. No favouritism could be allowed or even its perception. Specifically, the case had to have been first submitted to and rejected by the above Benevolent body.

The current, 2009–10 Council agreed at its July meeting to revisit the solidarity issue. Uppermost in Council members’ minds was ensuring that it had not become a ballooning expense that somehow substituted for other forms of support. The Council should not be seen as a “soft touch” for hard-luck cases that did not match clear criteria.

In practice, recent grants have been followed by reactions as varied as the cases themselves: some staff rush to repay immediately any temporary support. Others have great difficulty making even symbolic repayments.

In any case, some staff solidarity is worth debating in an Organization ostensibly founded on bettering humanity. It is the least we can expect.
INTERVIEW WITH AN APPELLANT

The article below first appeared in the UN Special in March 2002. The message therein is as relevant today as it was more than seven years ago. At a time of reform of the justice system and of the UNAT and ILO administrative tribunals, it is worthwhile reading for both staff, staff representatives, legal advisers, HR staff, and all persons who come in contact with staff who are considering challenging an administrative decision they feel is unjust.

MARIA DWEGGAH, WHO

First of all, thank you for agreeing to meet with me. To safeguard confidentiality your name will not be used.

In the January 2002 issue of the UN Special, there was a somewhat critical article on the appeal process at the ILOAT (International Labour Organization Administrative Tribunal) level. It painted a bleak picture of the kind of justice the international civil servant can expect to receive from this court. I was reminded of a line in Dante's Inferno, something about all those who enter should abandon all hope.

Your organization is one of those that subscribe to the jurisdiction of the ILOAT. With a few exceptions, appeals have to go through an internal appeal process before reaching the ILOAT. Such is the case where you work. In January of this year, the ILOAT made public the results of its decisions. There were quite a few, 43 I believe. I noticed that true to form most decisions were not in favour of staff – 8 out of 43. Quite a record.

I understand that you have filed an appeal in your organization. We would like to learn more about this internal process and its impact on staff who appeal or who are thinking of appealing, the human angle.

Would you do it again?

In spite of it all – the impact on your health, your emotions, your work, yes, I would do it all over again.

Can you elaborate?

Well, first of all, the decision to appeal is a difficult one. You ask yourself, “Do I have a legitimate cause? What do I want from the appeal? How will it impact my life, my work, my career? Will I be seen as a trouble-maker? Will I be targeted for retribution?” and most important, “Will I win?” and then, “What happens if I lose.” Then there is the anger and emotional stress that you experience at being forced into concluding that you cannot get redress through regular internal negotiations with your supervisors and the administration. This is where the feeling of injustice comes in, and puzzlement at and frustration with the Organization – that it is not capable of managing properly its business and its staff, in spite of all the hype about, and seminars on, leadership and conflict management skills.

Would it not be better to just forget the whole thing and get on with your life?

From the moment you are informed of the administrative decision, be it a non extension of your contract, non confirmation of a classification, a non selection, a reassignment you consider prejudicial, etc., you feel a deep hurt. You feel you have been wronged, you feel a sense of betrayal, intense anger, a sense of powerlessness and you want justice to be done. These emotions are with you almost 24 hours a day. You eat them, you sleep with them, you are enveloped by them. It cannot help but adversely affect your day to day work. It depends on the individual. Forgetting the whole thing is easy to do if you are someone who can do that, who takes life as it comes, who feels nothing is really worth fighting for. On the other hand if you believe there is a very important difference between right and wrong, if you believe in due process, and if you care about your organization and your own self-respect, then you are the type of individual who cannot “just forget.” Once you are convinced and can substantiate that a wrong has been done, AND you are willing to pay the price, you feel you have the duty to make the wrongdoers accountable for their actions which hurt not only the individual appellant but the organization as well (and not just in terms of the significant costs of an appeal to the organization).

Price, what price?

I’m not referring to monetary values, although it could get expensive if you hire an attorney. What I am referring to is the cost to you in terms of time spent thinking about the procedure, writing the appeal, responding to the Administration’s statement, and then again responding to their response to your response. It never seems to end. Don’t forget, they have a group of people who do nothing but work on appeals. You, on the other hand, have to do it in your spare
time. And also, they have access to files, reports, correspondence, which you don’t (talk about inequality of arms!). So you as the appellant are greatly disadvantaged. And it is a very emotional process.

**Emotional?**
What I mean is that by deciding to appeal, you seem to be going against your colleagues, your employer. You keep repeating the same questions over and over. “Why can’t they understand that this is unjust, unreasonable and unacceptable behaviour? Why can’t management see that this is killing their credibility and the staff’s trust and loyalty to them and eventually to the Organization?” When you receive the Administration’s responses, you cannot believe some of the lies they throw at you, some of the distortions, the concoctions. And you get angrier and angrier, as you try to maintain your arguments and prove them wrong. You relive the injury, the injustice over and over. You really need to believe in what you are doing, so as not to let those emotions overtake you.

**Do you know other people who have appealed?**
Quite a few. And the reactions are basically the same. They are expressed in loss of confidence and mistrust in the system, in physical and emotional manifestations such as depression, and insomnia. And they ask a simple question, “Why do I have to go through this, I’ve been a good, loyal staff member, it could have been so easily prevented?”

**Prevented, how?**
Most actions stem from people with poor management style, actually, no management style at all. People who disregard the rules, who act with impunity and who are not held accountable for their actions. Simple respect for staff and the Rules would be all that is needed.

**What advice would you give to someone who was thinking of appealing?**
The first thing I would ask is “What rules do you think were broken?” Then I would take a closer look at the action they are thinking of appealing. If they have an apparently valid claim, then I would tell them to first try and negotiate through internal mechanisms, while keeping a careful watch on the time limits for filing an appeal. I would then inform them of the time involved in the whole process, which includes delaying tactics, the frustrations that will follow, the character slander, the fabricated arguments, and the very real possibility that they will lose. I also tell them that there is no gain without a fight.

**Are there staff who have legitimate claims but who are afraid to appeal?**
Some people imagine that things will change without any effort. They don’t want to rock the boat. Others are scared of retaliation. Quite a few actually believe that the appeal documentation will be put in their personnel file and that it will stop them from getting a promotion or having their contracts renewed. I remind them that due process is their right; the Rules are there to ensure equitable and fair treatment to all staff. You know, the sad thing is that people don’t seem to believe this any more… they are worried that even though it may not be officially recorded, it will still be very much in the minds of the supervisors. One point that I would like to make to those who accept to be trampled, is to warn them that the
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more they just give in and give up their self-respect, the more they’ll be taken advantage of and treated as disposable quantities. That, people should understand and believe. They should also realize that, as staff members, they share with the administration responsibility for ensuring that the decisions made respect the Rules. That is why the appeal process is provided for in the Staff Rules. They have a right to challenge decisions they feel have been taken unjustly. If every staff member who has been wrongly treated stood up and made the administration account for their actions through an appeal, the administration would be forced to change their practices – and their attitude.

What has been hardest on you as an appellant?
The solitude. It is so difficult not to talk about your appeal as it consumes you. Friends, colleagues are not so receptive or empathic as you would hope. It sometimes seems that the only ones who can understand are those who are also going through an appeal process. It is painful to come to terms with the fact that people are not always going to be there for you. The other hard part is when people try to discourage you and tell you that you don’t have a chance and that you are wasting your time.

Is the appeal process accessible to all staff in your organization?
Yes, it is. But in reality, if your contract situation is precarious, that is if you do not have a fixed-term contract, you’re not likely to go down that road.

Has it all been negative?
Just standing up for what you believe makes you feel good. If you win, it makes you feel damn good. If you lose, well, just having stood up for your rights is enough.

In view of recent decisions that have come out of the ILO which are, in the majority, not in favour of staff, why do they still appeal? Is it for personal gain?
No, I don’t think personal gain is the main reason. And most monetary awards are minimal and hardly compensate for time, effort and energy spent in the appeal process. People for the most part appeal to right a wrong and to maintain the integrity of the working environment for themselves and others and to preserve their self-respect. You can’t work in the UN, strongly believing in justice, equal respect for all individuals, and human rights, and accept that these very values should be denied and flouted by your own administration in its everyday dealings with its staff.

STAFF CHALLENGES

FROM THE DESK OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE STAFF COORDINATING COUNCIL

ELIZABETH JAMES

The President of the Staff Coordinating Council, Ian Richards, takes an active interest in the promotion of the rights of staff. His task is to ensure that staff receive proper representation before the management. He advises staff about the manner they can create a better work environment and the steps that are necessary to tackle various issues.

In addition, he is responsible for the organization of the 25-member Staff Coordinating Council that he chairs and he animates further discussion via committees and working groups. The scope of the Council’s work further encompasses the coordination of sectoral assemblies, staff representatives within central review bodies, other staff-management bodies and various clubs.

Richards joined the Staff Coordinating Council with a conviction that important administrative changes underway required active involvement. He considers that work conditions represent an important dimension of a person’s life that must be taken care of. In addition an impetus came from the “Hope Team” to join the Council since it comprises of energetic and enthusiastic colleagues who encourage staff representation.

Membership of the Council necessitates an awareness of rules, regulations, administrative instructions, bulletins and information circulars that constitute the tools to carry out operations. Richards states one “needs to make oneself available”, in order to be attentive to colleagues for various reasons. They generally wish to express “concerns, suggestions or they seek advice to defend their rights”. Richards shoulders these responsibilities on top of his assignment as an economist at the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD).

When asked what he could change, Richards was adamant that change could only be brought about through collective effort and action via the 25-member Council. Nevertheless he is keen to take initiatives for instance through the proposal of certain issues. Currently he suggests that there is much at stake with “the changes in human resources policy over the next 18 months” and he wants to ensure that those changes “work in favor of staff in Geneva”. The importance of this issue stems from the degree of transformation that staff is about to witness. Richards claims that the change will involve “more than contractual changes”. The policy will comprise of “new rules that will determine staff selection for senior level jobs, new mobility requirements, replace-
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Staff Representatives from twenty-five different International Organizations (IO) participated, for the most part clients of the ILOAT. These included both international organizations such as ECB, EPO, OECD, ESA, COE as well as UN and its specialized agencies – UNOG, ICTY, OSCE, FAO, WFP, UPU, ITU, WIPO, ILO, UNAIDS, IARC, WHO/HQ, WHO/EURO, IMO and FICSA.

The guest of honor was Professor C. F. Amerasinghe who spoke on “Judicial Reform within IOs and Consultation/Negotiation Rights for Staff.” Prof. Amerasinghe is an eminent person in the area of international civil service law. In addition to the reference work “The Law of the International Civil Service” he has served as a UNAT Judge. He presented his thoughts with regard to some aspects of judicial independence and in particular some of the current practice. He also addressed some issues related to fundamental principles and limitations to the current system of defining such principle solely through case law of ATs.

Guests speakers included Dr. Christina Knahr (University of Vienna). Dr Knahr is a member of the academic staff at the University – and is the co-author of a paper addressing UN Justice System reform. She presented an overview of the project and compared the original proposal to the current implementation. Ms. Hege Kjos – University of Amsterdam – who spoke on the IO Justice System Deficiencies. Ms. Alice Elsenburg – University of Amsterdam, co-author of a recent report which examines the awards practice of the ILOAT. This is compared to practice in national judicial bodies.

There were in depth discussions on the UN Justice Reform as well as the ILOAT reform. It was pointed out that the ILOAT Reform project was initially quite active but faded over time. It has not resulted in formal reform but it did result in some visible changes to the practice. It appears likely that discussion regarding the administration
of justice will be restarted following the UN Justice reform.

Participants discussed the deficiencies at the ILOAT, some practical like the fact that six signed copies have to be sent. This minor point can become an incredible burden for a single applicant. Other issues more serious such as the absence of oral hearing, the impossibility of unions or staff associations to file complaints, the inconsistency of judgments, the costs awarding, the conduct of the internal redress processes which appear to be blindly followed by the ILOAT. Other major points were also discussed such as the judges of the ILOAT tending to ignore what life is like in an IO. The cases are looked at very narrowly, there is little consideration of the history of the organization, nor of the case itself. Cases depending on the credibility of testimonies given are, without the possibility of oral hearing, almost always management-biased. Witnesses are difficult to find and testimonies difficult to get, the ILOAT offers those people no protection. In some respects the ILOAT acts as a higher appeals board only looking at narrow law points: the power of discretion of the IO is far too often used to close cases. The ILOAT is also almost never commenting on the practice of the IOs which put very weak and useless legal arguments, making litigation more time consuming.

The staff associations and legal representatives raised concerns regarding the appeals processes. There are many eminent jurists who have commented on the lack of consistency of the internal appeals processes with due process norms. Some of these norms are based on fundamental rights. Legal Representatives have also raised concerns.

The lack of protection of fundamental rights has been raised as an issue by many staff associations and has been the subject of a number of academic and legal studies. The lacuna is very clear on some topics, but less clear on others. Whilst the consequences are readily apparent to many staff, it is rather difficult to demonstrate the problems. The organizations do not generally recognize the problems and have a tendency to respond in a manner which appears similar to what has been called “bluwashing” with regard to Global Compact. More work is needed to research the problems and to raise awareness. We need to find ways to overcome the reluctance to deal with the issue.

In conclusion, the participants all agreed that an awareness of the problems and the need to protect fundamental rights increased. It seemed likely that reform of the ILOAT system will be considered as a result of the UN Justice reform. A coordinated response is needed with an increased inter-staff association co-operation. In the near future an information network will be set up to move the process forward.
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Christel Adamou, elected member in the Arbitration Commission at UNOG since 1 April 2009, has changed duty stations in July. Her seat in the Arbitration Commission has thus fallen vacant and the Polling Board will soon organize partial renewal of the membership to fill her seat. Below, Christel shares her experience with the Arbitration Commission.

Could you explain what the Arbitration Commission is about and how it operates?

The Commission was established in 1983 by the Regulations on Representation of the Staff of the United Nations at Geneva. It consists of five members elected by the staff as a whole by universal suffrage, for a three-year mandate of office beginning on 1 April. Its function is to examine applications from staff members, collectively or individually, or any staff body to rule on any disputes concerning failure to observe the above-referred Regulations.

The members of the Arbitration Commission enjoy full independence. To guarantee their independence, candidates for the Arbitration Commission must not have been members of a staff body during the previous year. And no member of the Arbitration Commission may stand for election to a staff body during the year following the end of his or her term of office. It is important to stress that the members of the Arbitration Commission organize their work independently and shall not receive instructions or advice from the Staff Council or from any body.

Upon receiving an application, the Commission has three days to decide on the case and shall inform the applicants of its decision. Its written decision, stating the reasons, is then announced to the staff via broadcast within ten days. The decisions of the Arbitration Commission shall be binding, final, and shall serve as legal precedents.

Could you share your experience with the Arbitration Commission?

In February 2009, the Polling Board broadcasted the renewal of the Arbitration Commission’s membership. Having a genuine concern for alternative dispute resolution and staff-related issues, I immediately expressed an interest in participating in this body. By mid-March, I was informed of my election as of 1 April for a period of three years. In April, I met my new colleagues: they came from various professional backgrounds, all were fluent in French and English, the working languages of the Secretariat, some had previous experience in the Arbitration Commission, and the constituted panel was geographically and gender balanced.

For the new team the work was challenging and fascinating. The Arbitration Commission is the only body fully elected by the staff; with no representative appointed by the Administration or the Management. The role of the Arbitration Commission is to ensure that the elections had been properly conducted.

In addition we were fully conscious that expectations were high. Given the heavy responsibility entrusted to us we stove in the determination cases brought to us to be guided by some fundamental principles: meeting deadlines, adopting solid legal arguments, analytical skills, impartiality and independence, integrity, respect for diversity, and above all acting in total freedom from any political pressure. In the exercise

Are you interested in staff-related issues and dispute resolution? In the affirmative, one seat in the UNOG Arbitration Commission has fallen vacant and the Polling Board will soon organize a renewal of membership to fill the seat. Read this article and find out whether you wish to join the Arbitration Commission at UNOG.
of our mandate we never hesitated to request information from third parties.

As soon as we assumed office and dealt with the first appeal we acted as an integral and united body and stood guided by the core values of the organization. Between April and May a record number of appeals were filed with the Arbitration Commission. We reviewed each case within the tight deadline of three days as provided by the Regulations and communicated our decision to the staff within ten days via broadcast. In determining the cases the members of the Commission always expressed their views in a free manner and their contributions were always constructive. During that period not a single dissenting opinion was recorded.

Two such important tasks were identified: the drafting of the Rules of Procedure and Guidelines on how to submit an application to the Commission and the review of the three-day deadline within which a decision has to be taken. We felt that this short deadline was very constraining for the following reasons. First the cases coming before the Commission are confidential and sensitive. Often the members required additional information to enable to decide a case and this would take time. Secondly the members of the Commission are volunteers and discharge their duties on the Commission in addition to their normal workload. They do not get any support from the Secretariat or from anybody else. We even had to deal with the logistical arrangements for the holding of our meetings. For example finding an available room for our meetings was not an easy task. One can imagine how time consuming the whole process was and how time would simply fly.

We made progress in the way we drafted the rulings for the purpose of broadcast circulation. The rulings are broadcasted to approximately 3,500 staff in Geneva, therefore, many staff requested more details on the facts and contentions, others just ignored the broadcasts. Having heard the staff, all rulings now include a brief summary of facts and contentions, in order to ensure that the staff at large receiving the broadcasts have a clear picture on why the application was submitted, how we analyzed the case and the reasons which led to our final ruling.

Finally, we looked at our outreach activities. Being aware that many staff are not familiar with staff bodies and the work of the Arbitration Commission, we started compiling the Arbitration Commission’s case-law in order to post the rulings on a new Website and ensure that the staff has access, even beyond Geneva’s borders, to the jurisprudence.

Have your expectations been met?

Yes, definitively. To put it briefly, I knew little about UNOG’s internal “politics”. Before joining the Arbitration Commission, I was not familiar with the Regulations on Representation of the Staff and I had never been a member of any staff body or party at
UNOG. Through this experience, I learned a lot about the Staff Representation and its Regulations and even what’s happening “behind the scene”. I realized one can only learn from this kind of exposure. It also raised my awareness on how staff representation can weigh on UNOG’s internal activities and policy. Finally I was happy to make a contribution to the work of the Commission, beyond my normal duties.

**Could you tell us about your background?**

In June 2007 I joined the United Nations at Geneva to serve in the Administration of internal justice, in the now defunct Joint Appeals Board /Joint Disciplinary Committee Secretariat (JAB/JDC). As an Associate Legal Officer/Alternate Secretary, I assisted the Secretary of the JAB/JDC in preparing appeals and disciplinary cases for the examination of Panels and drafted their recommendation into reports for the Secretary-General’s final decision.

I feel very passionate about alternative dispute resolution (ADR) and education-training. With respect to ADR, I have been active in mediation and alternative dispute resolution since 2006. I am a US certified mediator and undertook several trainings in-house and in the public sector in Germany and Geneva. I have also acted as a goodwill mediator in Geneva.

When in January 2009 I left the JAB/JDC Secretariat to join UNOG Staff Development and Learning Section, I was hopeful to be elected the Arbitration Commission as I felt it matched my skills and my desire to gain more experience in dispute resolution while making a contribution to UNOG’s internal activities.

**What’s next?**

I have recently joined the newly established United Nations Dispute Tribunal (UNDT) in Nairobi to assist the Judges and the Registrar with staff-related issues in Africa. My seat in the Arbitration Commission is now vacant and needs to be filled until expiration of the mandate on 31 March 2012. The Polling Board will soon organize an election to fill the seat pursuant to the Regulations on Representation of the Staff in UNOG. I would like to encourage anyone interested in staff-related issues and dispute resolution to apply for this vacant seat. This is a unique opportunity to join a group of truly talented people and make your contribution to the good functioning and values of the Organization.

**LEGAL TIPS**

- **FREEDOM OF ASSOCIATION**
- **HARASSMENT AND FILING DEADLINES**

**LAURENCE C. FAUTH, ESQ.1**

**Freedom of Association: Staff Reps Right to Membership on Boards**

Staff representatives that serve on board(s) of the organization (appointment, promotion, appeals, etc.) have a right to challenge decisions by the administration affecting that service. In Judgment No. 2685 (ITU), the Secretary-General removed a staff representative serving on the Appointment and Promotions Board because of the alleged breach of the Board’s code of conduct, including manipulating Board members. The staff representative had expressed disagreement with the working of the Board and left a meeting. The staff member challenged the decision to remove her from the Board on the grounds that it breached her right to freedom of association and expression. The internal appeals board agreed and also found that the decision was a hidden disciplinary sanction and recommended payment of moral damages. The Secretary-General rejected the appeal in part on the grounds that the staff member had no personal right to be on the Board.
The Tribunal found that the decision to remove the staff representative was, in addition to a breach of her right to freedom of association and expression, a misuse of authority – but not a disciplinary sanction. With respect to freedom of expression, the Secretary-General’s decision substituted the staff representative’s opinion and “method of defending staff interests” with his own. With respect to freedom of association, the Secretary-General was not free to remove a staff representative selected according to the staff regulations and rules without first consulting with the staff association and seeking agreement on the procedure for such action (the Administration should hold consultations with the Staff Council and seek an agreement prior to removing a staff representative from the Board). The Tribunal awarded her 20,000 Swiss francs. In making this award, the Tribunal considered the conduct of the staff representative: it criticized her for walking out on a Board meeting since she had a duty to attend and participate fully in the meetings regardless of disagreements.

Harassment and Filing Deadlines

It is important to remind staff union/association members that harassment-related grievances usually must be reported within a certain period of time. Failure to do so may result in loss of the ability to claim redress. While a staff member cannot expect the kind of compensation awarded in national courts (in 2006 a London banking institution was held vicariously liable for a prolonged campaign of bullying and harassment at work suffered by one of its female employees, who succeeded in winning damages of just over 930,000 euros in compensation in the UK legal system), the ILO Administrative Tribunal awards anywhere from 10,000 to 75,000 euros for proven cases of harassment. It should also be recalled that attention to this problem has only recently (last 10-15 years) been seriously addressed by the adoption of rules and policies against harassment, and each successful case helps to reduce the prevalence of harassment in the workplace and adds to the body of law on damages for harassment.

The starting point for analysis is of course the staff regulations and rules, and any written policies on resolution of harassment-related grievances. In the absence of any rules, there may be an implied deadline for making a complaint based on reasonableness. Most policies provide a deadline of anywhere between one and six months. In Judgment No. 2675 (ILO) the staff member lodged a complaint on 18 April 2005 about an “assignment” on 2 February 2004 from home because of a medical condition. The staff member felt isolated and belittled by the assignment, which she alleged was the result of prejudice. Having received no answer to her grievance, she lodged an internal appeal. The internal appeals board reached the merits and recommended dismissing the appeal. On further appeal, the Tribunal held that the grievance was time-barred and the internal appeals body made an error by considering the merits of the grievance. According to the applicable rules, a grievance had to be lodged within 6 months of the alleged misconduct, and since it was not lodged until over a year later, it was time-barred.

This case offers valuable lessons about the importance of timely lodging grievances for harassment. If the staff member fails to lodge a complaint within the time provided in the rules, the possibility of obtaining relief will likely be lost. An important exception is available in cases where there is a pattern of harassment over a long period of time. As long as the last harassing conduct is reported timely, the staff member may cite earlier instances of harassing conduct even though the underlying adverse decisions could not be challenged.

1 The information and content are for general information only and does not constitute legal or other professional advice. You must not rely on any information or content contained in, or omitted from, this newsletter without obtaining independent legal advice. (www.unattorney.com)
The mandatory age of separation
As agreed by the FICSA Council, the Federation advocated that the mandatory age of separation should be extended to 62 for all staff and that the option of extending service until age 65 should be available for all staff. FICSA considered that staff should be able to choose to extend their service beyond age 62 and that the decision should not be solely at the discretion of the executive head. An extension beyond age 62 should not however affect entitlement to the full pension at age 62.

FICSA also supported phased-retirement programmes, whereby staff are able to reduce their working time prior to retirement. This type of programme would support succession planning by enabling experienced staff to work closely with their replacements. The extension of retirement age should not be seen however as a substitute for effective succession planning.

The Commission took note of the information provided by the CEB and the HR Network. Most of the members were in agreement with increasing the mandatory age of separation to 62 for all staff and were against the discretionary clause for the executive head. The Commission requested its secretariat, in cooperation with the organizations and the Pension Fund, to prepare a comprehensive report on the possibility of changing the mandatory age of separation, taking account of its various implications in the human resources and pension areas, such as geographical distribution, rejuvenation of the workforce, career development, financial situation of the organizations, gender balance, and decided to revert to this issue at its seventy-second session in 2011.

ICSC/69/R.3
Standards of Conduct for the International Civil Service
The Director of the UN Ethics Office gave a presentation on the Code of Ethics to the Commission. He briefed the Commission on the draft Code of Ethics which would be presented to the next session of the UN General Assembly for its approval in September 2009. He also explained that the Code of Ethics was not a replacement for the Standards of Conduct but rather was intended to complement it. In his opinion, the Code of Ethics is a short summary of the principles and values of each organization.

FICSA stated that it would like to see revisions in the following areas: strengthened whistleblower protections (for example, internal auditors from two organizations were fired for pursuing investigations); an additional factor in discrimination (prohib-
ited on the basis of sexual orientation); staff association/union access to governing bodies; recruitment, selection and promotion on the basis of merit, which should have greater weight than geographical and gender factors in compliance with Art 101 of the Charter of the United Nations.

The Commission decided to request its secretariat to work with organizations and representatives of staff federations to undertake an initial review of the Standards of Conduct to ensure that they continue to meet the needs of the organizations and to define areas that might need updating. The Commission tentatively scheduled the updating of the Standards of Conduct for 2011.

ICSC/69/R.3
Review of separation payments
This was a long and tough discussion because several Commissioners did not favour creating a new entitlement and thus did not support the establishment of an end-of-service grant. After extensive discussions and closed meetings between the members of the Commission, a consensus was reached. The Commission agreed to implement an end-of-service grant for staff on fixed-term contracts after ten years or more of continuous service. This new entitlement will be named ‘severance payment’. The following table shows the amount of the payment:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Completed years of service</th>
<th>Months of pay (gross salary less staff assessment)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 and more</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Commission requested the organizations to harmonize their separation payments. After lengthy discussion, they also decided not to change the name of the repatriation grant as previously suggested. FICSA reiterated the positions that it presented to the 68th session of the ICSC. FICSA welcomed the establishment of an end-of-service grant, which at present was used by only one common system organization. The end-of-service grant – to be granted on the successful completion of a contract that is then not renewed - is analogous to an unemployment benefit, which a staff member would have been entitled to had he or she been working in the home country. FICSA explained to the Commission that approximately 75% of total UN staff based on the CEB statistics of 2007 and 2008 are now on fixed-term contracts and continuing appointment cannot be given to staff due to the limited budget of each organization. The main question at issue was the number of years of continuous service to entitle a staff member to the grant.
While ICSC had proposed that the entitlement to the end-of-service grant should begin at nine years of continuous service, FICSA considered nine years was too long. The grant should begin at 5 years of continuous service and the amount of the grant should be higher than the amounts proposed by ICSC.

The first reason is because after five years of satisfactory service, the expectation has been created for a continuing contract. Secondly, should the fixed-term contract not be renewed after five years of continuous service, the average recruitment time for another post in the UN system is nine months. The staff members should be entitled to a grant that at least will take them through that nine-month waiting period.

While the ICSC recommendation was not exactly what FICSA wanted, it is a welcome step in the right direction, achieved through team work between the staff representatives, the administrations and even the ICSC secretariat staff. The final decision on the severance payment belongs to the UN General Assembly. FICSA will therefore make this issue a focus of its lobbying campaign with Fifth Committee representatives.

ICSC/69/R.6
Base/floor salary scale
The Commission recommended a 3.04% increase in the base/floor salary scale for staff in the Professional and higher categories with effect from 1 January 2010 and requested its secretariat, in cooperation with the organizations, to collect the common system staff separation statistics every five years and, on that basis, to update as necessary the formula used for estimating the financial implications relating to separation payments. If approved by the UN General Assembly, the increase will be implemented on a “no loss, no gain” basis - by taking a percentage of post adjustment and adding it to the base salary. Thus, net take-home pay will remain more or less the same.

ICSC/69/R.8
ACPAQ agenda

The Commission agreed to the provisional agenda of the ACPAQ. FICSA will need to send its comments on the suggested list of items and specifications to the ICSC Secretariat by the end of July.

ICSC/69/R.9
Review of the GS job evaluation standards
The ICSC secretariat presented a report on the activities of the Working Group. FICSA presented a Conference Room Paper on the issues and raised its concerns. At first, the Commission wanted to implement the new job evaluation standards on 1 January 2010. After lengthy discussion, they agreed with the FICSA request to postpone the implementation and to review the date at the seventieth session of the ICSC in February/March 2010. They recognized that more fine-tuning was needed and that the Working Group should complete its work before the next session. FICSA would like to extend its sincere thanks to Margaret Eldon (General Secretary, FAO/WFP-UGSS), who is a member of the ICSC working group and who joined the FICSA delegation to defend the issue and did it very well.

ICSC/69/R.10
Review of the procedures for the classifications duty stations
The Commission decided to:
- Endorse the road map as proposed by its secretariat;
- Include Hazard Pay in the methodological review;
- Confirm that the additional boarding costs accorded to staff in designated duty stations should be part of the mobility and hardship review in 2010.

FICSA supported the review and expressed its willingness to fully participate in it.

Tout au long des siècles et au sein des différentes sociétés, la musique a servi, dans un contexte environnemental, d’outil pour l’éducation et l’activisme, et comme promoteur de l’éthique, de la justice et de la préservation de l’environnement. Elle a également apporté un cadre de référence dans les éco-débats communautaires. Les discussions qui auront lieu pendant le débat sont conçues comme une plateforme multidisciplinaire pour les musiciens, les compositeurs, les éducateurs, les preneurs de décisions, les professionnels des médias, les environnementalistes et le public en général, qui réfléchiront sur le rôle créatif et critique que la musique, les travaux musicaux et les artistes peuvent jouer pour développer une conscience environnementale, promouvoir le changement social et initier des actions concrètes.
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PAUL GARWOOD, WHO
Interview with Dr. Khalif Bile Mohamud1, WHO Representative, Pakistan

What is the humanitarian and health situation of the approximately two million people displaced by violence in the North West Frontier Province?
The situation is dire for the majority of the people who have been forced to flee their homes. This is mainly because their displacement has overwhelmed health services in areas where they have fled to. Of all the people displaced by the conflict in the Swat Valley and Malakand district, 90% have been living mostly in five districts of the North West Frontier Province. This has increased the population in these five districts to more than ten million people, pushing available health facilities to the brink. The remaining number of displaced people are living in more than twenty camps.

There is a continued concern, therefore, about the health situation of the displaced, especially children, pregnant women (approximately 63,000), the chronically ill and elderly who are living within host communities where the coping capacities of health services are near exhaustion.

The major health concerns facing the internally displaced persons (IDPs) in northwest Pakistan are diarrhoea, acute respiratory infections, measles, medical and surgical emergencies, acute child and maternal care, and mental health and psychosocial support. Their exposure to extreme weather conditions, such as searing heat and monsoonal rainfall, adds further misery to the lives of the displaced and exacerbates health risks that they are already confronted by.

Other major factors compound these health concerns include:
• **Continued displacement**: IDP numbers are around 2 million and with military operations spreading to South Waziristan the numbers of displaced may increase. Access to newly displaced in Dera Ismail Khan and Tank is complicated by security issues, and, therefore, provision of healthcare to IDPs could be compromised.
• **Returnees and the population trapped in the conflict zones** have access to limited health supplies in their home areas. There has been damage and destruction sustained by approx 60% of health facilities in the Swat Valley and other areas of conflict. Private health providers, who were responsible for 60–70% of health-
care services in some areas, have stopped and may not re-launch their services back any time soon.

- **We have insufficient numbers of health staff, particularly female health workers, available to deliver health care.** The gap, in the immediate term, the healthcare services provision at the point of return will fall on the public sector and the humanitarian community.

- **The harsh weather conditions, whether it be the high temperatures or monsoonal rainfall.** Heavy rains increase the risk of outbreaks of communicable diseases, particularly in crowded camps, where poor hygienic and sanitation conditions and waterborne diseases’ control will become real challenges facing the health system.

- **Insecurity is another major factor, which limits the level of humanitarian care that can be provided to the displaced.** Insecurity is a major factor that discourages female health practitioners including doctors and lady health workers to serve in these localities and provide care to female IDPs in this culturally-sensitive area. The government has made some efforts to address this gap, but much more is needed.

You have been head of the WHO country office in Pakistan for several years. Can you tell us what is the role of WHO as Health Cluster lead and how the Health Cluster partnership has made the health response more effective?

In my time in Pakistan, I have led WHO’s operations during several large-scale emergencies, including the 2005 earthquake. During these events, WHO and the health sector has learned a lot and improved its response, particularly in terms of coordination. This has all been done via the cluster approach.

What the cluster partnership has done is bring together all those involved in providing healthcare in humanitarian settings. In our regular cluster meetings, and through the sharing of information, we learn what needs exist and can assess our collective operational capabilities. It also allows us to know what each cluster partner can offer and where they have to lend support to respond to the health needs of the displaced people and their hosting communities.

The Cluster approach has made the humanitarian health response better organized, more effective and more resourceful by converging the skills and capacities of a large number of partners. The government’s role as the lead of this whole process must be commended as they have continuously offered all the necessary facilitation and partnership throughout the course of this operation.

A matrix has been developed on “Who does what where?” This is a vital tool for effective coordination. It helps us respond to immediate needs and plans for the future. The cluster partnership helps avoid parallel coordination structures and duplication of activities.

All cluster partners also share responsibility for the timely identification of disease out-
breaks. They report all cases that are clinically compatible with any of the 11 notifiable diseases outlined by the WHO-designed Disease Early Warning System (DEWS) of disease surveillance and epidemic control.

Each notified case is labeled as an “alert” and once notified comprehensively investigated and diagnosed. If a potential disease outbreak is confirmed, a response action is put in place until the risk of outbreak is fully averted. Although WHO is coordinating the technical dimensions of the DEWS operation, the organization of this disease surveillance network would not have been possible without the active participation of all cluster partners. The DEWS is the flagship programme that determines the effectiveness of any humanitarian health operation. A weekly DEWS report is produced and shared with all cluster partners and OCHA.

The Health Cluster also works closely with other clusters, particularly in water and sanitation, nutrition and logistics, to ensure coordination among a wider group of humanitarian actors across different, yet related, sectors.

Throughout all of this, WHO has led the way. As the lead agency of the Health Cluster, WHO works tirelessly to bring the partners together, to facilitate information and resource sharing and to more effectively plan interventions. By knowing where the needs are, WHO is able to help fill such needs by supplying medicines, and providing the technical norms and standards for the delivery of promotive, preventive, curative and rehabilitative care to the IDPs and their hosting communities. These standards are shared with all cluster partners to attain their endorsement and commitment for application and practice.

**What are the most urgent health needs as of today?**

There are several urgent health needs facing those displaced in Pakistan. Key among them is the delivery of wide range primary health care services, the control of communicable diseases, delivery of antenatal and postnatal care, provision of mental and psychosocial health services and conducting of childhood immunization campaigns. Ensuring peoples’ access to these essential services is vital.

Those affected by the conflict need robust health services, but the scale of the displacement and the damage to health facilities severely hampered the level of care available to these people.

Sixty percent of health facilities in the conflict areas have been damaged or destroyed. The private sector, which was responsible for 60–70% of health care in these areas, has vanished. In areas where the displaced have fled to, too few female staff were available to treat the existing communities. Now the influx of displaced people has heaped further pressure on already fragile health staffing systems. This is particularly the case in terms of female health workers. There are too few available to treat the many females who have been displaced, which increases risks including pregnancy complications and other maternal and child health issues.

We see also patients with chronic non-communicable diseases, such as hypertension, chronic heart disease, diabetes mellitus, bronchial asthma and chronic pulmonary diseases and mental disorders. The majority of these patients cannot afford to buy the necessary medicines, increasing the risk of life threatening complications. WHO ensures the regular procurement and supply of essential medicines for such diseases and ensures their management as an integral part of the emergency health response.

In terms of funding, the health sector’s request for $37 million is roughly one-quarter funded. More resources are needed to meet the health needs of the displaced, especially in light of the harmful impacts of the monsoon season, and to the need to revitalize the damaged health sector in the conflict areas.

**What are the health challenges to be faced by health partners in the coming months?**

The immediate and long term challenge is to fill this alarming widening gap between...
health needs and health service provision. This critical deficit of service provision must continue to be addressed. In the same vein, I would say that strengthening of health systems in this crisis implies not only urgently bridging resource and coverage deficits but also their appropriateness in terms of gender and cultural sensitivities.

Gender balance and sensitivity in service delivery have become serious considerations as a large proportion of the displaced people are women and children and, according to local cultural practices, women clearly have a strong preference for female doctors and health care workers are currently underrepresented.

The outbreak of communicable diseases surely remains one of the major threats we are facing. The monsoon season, and the health risks it brings with it, poses one of the key problems for the displaced people and the Health Cluster members who are striving to provide essential health care. Sanitation, hygiene and water quality will need rigorous and continuous monitoring and robust coordination with the WASH cluster.

Ensuring that health facilities and systems are repaired and working in the areas of return is also key, as sustainable healthcare is essential. Maintaining security is also critical. Renewed fighting may lead to further displacement and a continuation of the misery facing these people.

On behalf of Health Cluster partners, what would you be appealing for?
The Health Cluster response needs continued support from the international community in terms of financial resources, expertise and reach that NGOs provide are vital for the Health Cluster’s success. 1

What message/s would you like to give to UN country teams where cluster implementation is either still in transition or is likely to transpire in the future?
The cluster approach is a fantastic means in which essential life-saving health care can be delivered in humanitarian settings. It helps maximize the life-saving potential that can be offered to people living at risk. Resources are becoming increasingly hard to attract, particularly in light of the global financial crisis. This underscores the value of coordination and team work which the cluster approach embodies. It is clear that no one entity can respond to all health needs in humanitarian crises, especially in developing countries. The cluster approach helps overcome this.

What roles can NGOs play in strengthening cluster mechanism?
NGOs are vital in terms of cluster response. The cluster approach should not be seen as a UN-led effort. It requires the active participation of all humanitarian actors. NGOs’ involvement makes the cluster approach work. In many settings, it is nongovernmental organizations that are often the main providers of healthcare. The manpower, resources, expertise and reach that NGOs provide are vital for the Health Cluster’s success. 1

1 Born in 1945 in Somalia, Dr Khalif Bile Mohamud graduated in medicine from Sofia University, Bulgaria in 1971, obtained two post-graduate specializations from the University of Rome, Italy – one on Tropical & Sub-tropical Medicine and the second on Clinical Gastroenterology and Digestive Endoscopy. Subsequently, he secured his Ph.D. in the field of Epidemiology of Communicable Diseases from Karolinska Institute of Sweden. In Somalia, he first practiced clinical medicine, became a tertiary care hospital administrator and senior academician as a Professor of Medicine and ultimately Dean at the Medical College of the Somali National University from 1980-1985. He joined the World Health Organization from 1986-1989 in Somalia, and later from 1992 to 1998 as WHO Medical Officer Primary Health Care in Pakistan. Dr Bile was designated as WHO Country Representative first in Iran from 1999 to 2001 and in Pakistan since late 2001 and is currently based in Islamabad. Additionally, he officiated as UN Resident Coordinator and WHO Representative in Afghanistan during 2002-2003. He has more than sixty publications in indexed international journals focusing on communicable diseases and health systems to his credit. Dr Bile was awarded a high civil award of Sitara-i-Quaid-i-Azam by the President of Pakistan in recognition of his outstanding services to the country. He is also the recipient of the honorary Fellowship of the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Pakistan. His principal public health interest is to forge unity between health systems and medical education, promote the critical role of social determinants of health and link them to the poverty reduction through community based integration development interventions.
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Himba: Beautiful
The Himba are an ethnic group of about twenty to fifty thousand people living in northern Namibia, in the Kunene region (formerly Kaokoland). They are a nomadic, pastoral people, closely related to the Herero, and speak the same language.

The Himba wear little clothing, but the women are famous for covering themselves with a mixture of butter fat, ochre, and herbs to protect themselves from the sun. The mixture gives their skins a reddish tinge. The mixture symbolizes earth’s rich red color and the blood that symbolizes life, and is consistent with the Himba ideal of beauty. Women braid each other’s hair and cover it in their ochre mixture (called *otjize* in their language).
UN CARES

THE UN’S WORKPLACE POLICY AND PROGRAMME ON HIV/AIDS

“We all need to understand HIV better. As Secretary-General, I am determined to lead the United Nations family – in ensuring that we prioritize action on HIV, and that we make the UN a model of how the workplace should respond to it.”

Ban Ki-moon, UN Secretary-General

VIVIANE BRUNNE (UNEC)

This statement was made by the Secretary-General at the launch of UN Cares in May 2008. It highlights his personal commitment and leadership to ensure the UN is a socially responsible employer and model of good workplace policies and practice on HIV. This is closely linked to the responsibility of the UN and its staff to be informed and aware about HIV/AIDS and its implications for our work.

Why be concerned?
Geneva-based staff may wonder why they should be concerned about HIV/AIDS in a region where the epidemic is largely under control. Although prevalence in most of Europe is below 1% – which is the threshold for an epidemic – infection rates are on the increase in a number of countries. While HIV/AIDS has become a chronic treatable condition, it can still not be cured; there may be side effects or even resistance to treatment. What is more, the disease is still heavily stigmatized. Within the UN, 1.4% of staff are estimated to be living with HIV – many of them may not be open about their status for fear of discrimination.

A Swiss study has shown that 70% of people living with HIV are working full-time. However, the vast majority of them do not reveal their status at work, for fear of being avoided by colleagues, losing out on promotion or being dismissed on other pretexts (Pärli, Caplazi & Suter 2007). These fears have negative consequences for the individual and his or her work environment. If people know their status and feel comfortable to make it known to selected managers and colleagues, their needs can be taken into account and arrangements made to ease their working situation. For example, if at a certain time a person needs more frequent medical appointments, days of sick leave, or adjustments of their tasks, these needs can be more sensitively understood and planned for – to the benefit of the individual and the whole team.

Fear of stigma may also lead to withdrawal and loneliness, and may discourage individuals from seeking medical help and support. Many misconceptions leading to stigma stem from lack of information, so it is in the best interest of all staff to be informed about modes of transmission as well as ways in which HIV cannot be transmitted. Such knowledge not only enables us to protect ourselves in our private lives but also helps prevent stigma and create a more accommodating work environment.

As UN staff any one of us – men and women – may be vulnerable to HIV infection, often without realising it. Many of us live apart from our families, or travel for extended periods, finding ourselves in unfamiliar and sometimes difficult social and working environments where we may experience loneliness, new demands and stresses. Others may try new partnerships, marry and settle down here in Geneva. It has been said that love can be a ‘risk factor’ for HIV, too. We do not expect to be harmed by those we love and trust, or cause harm ourselves; but being unaware of one’s HIV status can put others at risk. Furthermore, many of us have children and teenagers who grow up in international Geneva, who may already be travelling the world, and are exposed to new experiences. Parents have a responsibility to empower their children to make informed decisions, to be aware of the risks they may encounter and the ways they can protect themselves.

The UN cares about its staff
The UN has long recognized the impact of HIV/AIDS on its staff as well as on its work, and adopted the ‘United Nations HIV/AIDS Personnel Policy’, applicable to all UN system organizations, as early as 1991. Since the approval of the original policy, various organization-specific and inter-agency efforts have been introduced to address HIV...
in the UN system workplace. Since 2001, the ILO Code of practice on HIV/AIDS and the world of work has provided a common policy framework for all such programmes. To ensure coherence and efficiency, and to avoid duplication on the operational level, UN Chief Executives decided to consolidate activities into a single harmonized programme to meet the needs of the entire UN system in the spirit of “Delivering as One.” In May 2007, UN Secretary-General, Mr. Ban Ki-moon, launched UN Cares as the common UN system workplace programme on HIV/AIDS. It reinforces efforts to mainstream HIV/AIDS in UN organizations, and highlights the role of the UN workplace during World AIDS Day.

**UN Cares Minimum Standards: an implementation framework**

UN Cares is an inter-agency programme designed to reduce the impact of HIV on the UN workplace by supporting “universal access” to a comprehensive range of information and services for UN personnel and their families. These are summarized as the ten UN Cares Minimum Standards, to be achieved by 2011.

The first three standards are related to information. Taken together, they represent the Learning strategy which has been in place since 2002. As part of this strategy, and now integrated in UN Cares, it is required that all staff have information on prevention of transmission, on how to access treatment and other services, and on UN policies and benefits related to HIV. For example, it is important to be aware that HIV tests are not required of those seeking employment with the UN and that neither HIV infection nor AIDS-related illness can be considered a basis for terminating employment as long as the employee is fit to work.

Over the years, a range of learning materials and tools have been developed. The booklet *Living in a world with HIV and AIDS* has been translated into all official UN languages, as well as many others. It is available, together with other educational material, including e-learning courses and videos, on the UN Cares website (http://www.uncares.org). The UN Cares Services Directory provides information on services available at all duty stations, including those provided by the UN medical service and outside the UN (accessible via www.uncares.org, login with your agency and your continent as password). Confidential one-to-one advice is offered by the HIV staff counsellor in New York, Nick Fucile, who can be reached at +1-212-963-4782 or fucile@un.org.

To provide up to date information, and to create awareness about rights and responsibilities in relation to HIV and AIDS, UN Cares training sessions are held in several UN agencies in Geneva, including UNAIDS, WHO and ILO. Some UN organizations have made participation in such training mandatory for their staff; UN Secretary-General, Mr. Ban Ki-moon, has himself attended a session in New York. In Geneva, there are currently two options available, both of which are conducted by trained, volunteer facilitators: the interactive HIV learning sessions and Wild Fire, an innovative role-play approach (see box next page). Sessions especially targeted at spouses and families are offered by some agencies.

UN Cares Minimum Standards four to ten relate to services, for example the provision of condoms or access to confidential voluntary counselling and testing which is offered at UN medical centres, or at recommended facilities listed in the UN Cares Services Directory. In addition, medical service staff can provide information and advice about how to protect oneself during missions and how to access services at other duty stations. Accidental exposure to blood, which may or may not be HIV-infected, can occur through accidents in the home, on the road, or at work. HIV risk can be reduced through practising universal precautions and avoiding direct contact with blood. Gloves should be available in all UN first-aid kits. In case of occupational exposure to HIV, for example a needle-stick injury to a health worker, or in the case of sexual assault, starter kits for post-exposure prophylaxis (PEP) are available at
all UN duty stations in the field. In headquarters locations they can be accessed through the emergency departments of hospitals. In Geneva, this is the Cantonal University of Geneva Hospital (http://www.hug.ge.ch/). PEP involves one month of antiretroviral medication and may reduce the risk of becoming infected with HIV. To be effective, PEP must be started within 72 hours of exposure, and, as it can have severe side effects, it has to be closely supervised by medical experts. In principle, insurance has to cover HIV-related costs for UN staff members like any other chronic illnesses: 80% or more depending on the agencies.

Finally, managers on all levels have to commit to support implementation of these standards. They should encourage their teams to participate in the learning sessions and create an atmosphere in which staff members feel safe in addressing even personal issues in as far as they affect their work.

The coverage of the UN Cares programme is extensive and comprises staff of over twenty organizations in the UN system in 117 countries. It is driven at country level by UN agencies in the UN Theme Group or Joint AIDS Team. The programme is led by a global coordinator based in New York, and supported by regional coordinators and a Task Force of focal points representing all participating UN agencies at both country and headquarters levels.

**UN Plus – focal point for staff members living with HIV**

Harmonization within the UN system is further enhanced through collaborative partnerships between UN Cares and UN Plus, the UN staff association of people living with HIV and AIDS (www.unplus.org). Founded in 2005 by thirty-two HIV-positive UN employees, its membership has increased to more than 150 worldwide. A newly-established women’s forum now also addresses
the special needs of its female members.

With *UN Plus*, staff members can find confidential advice, for example on the issue of travelling. A number of countries still practice HIV-related travel restrictions; some twenty even require proof of HIV-negative status upon entry and a medical examination can be required as a prerequisite for granting work and residence permits. Persons who are HIV-positive may be denied entry or the right to stay. Restrictions such as these can make it difficult for HIV-positive United Nations employees to attend conferences and meetings or to rotate to other duty stations. UNAIDS, *UN Plus* and several other organizations advocate for the removal of such discriminatory laws which are contrary to the ILO Code of practice and contravene human rights.

*UN Plus* also advocates for improved policies to accommodate the needs of HIV-positive UN staff members. It systematically evaluates issues of interest to members, including, for example, insurance policies in different agencies and for different contract types.

**UN Cares and UN Plus** have been working together closely on issues related to UN staff, and in developing information material, organising training sessions and events. In 2009, they are partnering on a “Stop Stigma” campaign to disseminate key anti-discrimination messages. This campaign complements the 2009 World AIDS Day theme of ‘Universal Access and Human Rights’ and it is imperative to protect human rights and promote access for all to HIV prevention, treatment, care and support.

**UN Cares: a strategy to prevent HIV and promote staff wellbeing**

HIV/AIDS is one of the biggest global challenges of our time. This has been recognised by its inclusion in the Millennium Development Goals: goal number 6 aims at halting and reversing the trend of the expanding HIV epidemic by 2015.

HIV and AIDS concern us all. As UN staff we have a special responsibility to address this issue in our work, to protect our colleagues, families and ourselves. Working in diversity has many dimensions which include creating a compassionate and safe environment that welcomes and cares for all people living with chronic conditions such as HIV/AIDS. Each and every one of us can make a small contribution to increase wellbeing and satisfaction at our very special workplace – the United Nations.

1 Special thanks for substantive contributions from Jill Caughley (ILO), Susan Leather (ILO), Eva Lustigová (WHO), Marika Maillot (ILO), Bhatupe Mhango (UNAIDS), Laurie Newell (UN Cares, UNFPA), Alan Silverman (UNAIDS), Y. Chanyalew (ILO), A.S. Mohamed (ILO).
LEARN ABOUT HIV AT THE UN:

HIV LEARNING SESSIONS AND THE WILD FIRE

Geneva-based UN staff have two options to fulfill their HIV training needs: the interactive UN Cares HIV learning session and the role-play session, Wild Fire. For the most effective learning experience, and to gain different perspectives, it is best to do them both: the HIV learning session is offered by WHO, UNAIDS and ILO. The half-day training covers the basics of how HIV can and cannot be transmitted, a condom demonstration and how the UN addresses HIV in its workplace policies. It provides information about counselling and testing and available support services in Geneva. You are invited to test your knowledge in a quiz and develop strategies to reduce stigma and discrimination in the workplace. Most importantly, there is a lot of time for your questions.

The Wild Fire session, offered at WHO, is ideal for those who prefer learning by experience. Two expert facilitators guide you through a group simulation of what it is like to think you may be HIV-positive, to know or not to know your status, to share or not to share information about your status with your partner, friends or supervisor or to be affected by the epidemic even if you are not living with the virus yourself. The experience will give you further insight into what it means to protect yourself and your partner, as well as information on your rights and entitlements under UN policy. It will also help you build a supportive workplace environment with zero tolerance for stigma and discrimination.

Both types of session are open to all UN staff members in Geneva, and on completion of the session you will get a certificate of attendance. Several organizations have made training on HIV mandatory.

Upcoming WHO HIV learning sessions:
- 15 September, 2–5 pm (French)
- 22 October, 11 am – 2 pm (French)
- 10 November, 2 – 5 pm (English)
- 1 December, 2 – 5 pm (English)

Upcoming WHO Wild Fire sessions:
- 29 September, 2 – 4.30 pm
- 13 October, 2 – 5 pm
- 24 November, 2 – 4.30 pm
- 15 December, 2 – 4.30 pm (all in English)

To register and for additional information, contact Eva Lustigová, WHO Focal Point on HIV/AIDS in the Workplace – HQ: lustige@who.int.

Upcoming sessions at ILO:
- 17 September, 10 am – 1 pm (English)
- 22 September, 2 – 5 pm (French)
- 22 October, 10 am – 1 pm (French)
- 3 November, 2 pm – 5 pm (English)
- 26 November, 2 – 5 pm (French)
- 10 December, 10 am – 1 pm (French)

To register and for additional information on ILO sessions contact Anita Hertereau: Hertereau@ilo.org.

For sessions at UNAIDS contact Xavier Orellana: orellanax@unaids.org.

EST-CE QUE VOUS AIMEZ CHANTER? DO YOU LOVE TO SING?


Notre but est de répandre le message de la paix et de l’amitié dans des langues différentes à travers la langue universelle de la musique.


Pour s’inscrire, contactez un.choir.geneva@gmail.com

Join the United Nations Singers Geneva Choir! United Nations Singers Choir at the UN Headquarters in New York has been performing since 1947. We are creating United Nations Singers Geneva Choir. Come sing with us!

Our goal is to spread the message of peace and friendship in different languages through the universal language of music.

United Nations Singers Geneva Choir is open to staff of the United Nations and other international organizations in Geneva, Diplomatic Missions and their family members.

To register please contact un.choir.geneva@gmail.com
UN CARES AT COUNTRY LEVEL: INDIA

In the first phase until 2006, an Inter-Agency Task Team was set up as a network of focal points in UN agencies and as a vehicle for resource mobilization. A survey on knowledge, attitudes and behaviour identified the training needs, and then trainings and communication materials were developed. From the beginning, people living with HIV and AIDS organized in the Delhi Network of Positive People were closely involved into the project design and implementation. Since November 2007, a comprehensive workplace programme has been rolled out to extend training to the families of staff. HIV/AIDS sessions have been offered for spouses on communicating about HIV with children and three workshops were especially targeted towards children of UN employees, between 10 and 19 years old. Of the forty-three children attending the sessions, one said: “This workshop has opened my eyes. First I thought that AIDS could spread by shaking hands but now I know that it isn’t true”. Another one said: “Today I feel more confident to speak about sex, condoms, HIV and AIDS and I know more about them”. In addition to the workshops, both male and female condoms were made available for free in fifteen agencies, while in another four condom vending machines for male condoms were installed. A network of thirty-one focal points has been set up across agencies to coordinate activities. Lessons learnt by the organizers: Management commitment is key to successful implementation of the programme and the involvement of people living with HIV was very useful in changing attitudes and effectively disseminating messages relating to stigma and discrimination.

The joint UN response on HIV/AIDS in the UN workplace in India, led by the ILO, started in December 2003. It aimed at training UN staff on HIV/AIDS and increasing HIV-related services.
From 24 September to 3 October, the “Ateliers d’ethnomusicologie” are organizing a festival under the title of “Ecstasy and Trance”. The festival involves seven music and dance ensembles from seven different countries, all of whom will perform on stage at the Alhambra theatre in Geneva.

Ecstasy and trance: these words strike the imagination. Certain people may associate them with a past experience, while for others they may evoke negative connotations. What is certain is that sung poetry, music and dance are all part of “spiritual techniques” that are practiced across numerous cultures, with the aim of opening up an “other” reality. These techniques are also felt and judged to be beneficial.

The festival particularly focuses on the Muslim world, in which a number of these methods combine in what is called Sufism. In other words, Sufism is the collective name for the various paths of initiation and brotherhoods that are linked to spiritual Islam. In this respect, this event may help dissipate certain misunderstandings, which are spread as much by followers of a puritan and strict Islam as by their critics.

In order to provide an illustrative overview of this cultural universe, invited groups were selected on the basis of their authenticity and diversity. While Turkey’s Whirling Dervishes and Pakistan’s Qawwals are already quite well-known in the West, the song-poems from Iran, Bangladesh and Syria, and the trance music of North-African women – both Egyptian and Algerian – remain relatively unknown to us.

The festival will be complemented by a conference and film screenings. These are intended to shed some light on the context in which the music and dances are normally practiced in. The Ateliers d’ethnomusicologie thus invite their public to partake in an aesthetic and cultural experience with these “Sufi nights”.

For further information: www.adem.ch/concerts.html

ECSTASY AND TRANCE: SUFI NIGHTS IN GENEVA

LAURENT AUBERT

ECSTASY AND TRANCE: SUFI NIGHTS IN GENEVA

LAURENT AUBERT

L’EXTASE ET LA TRANSE: LES NUITS DU SOUFISME À GENÈVE

LAURENT AUBERT
The ability to retain employee knowledge is very much like a relay race, because timing as much as methodology is important. The size or complexity of the knowledge like the baton is less of a burden if methodology and timing is considered.

According to a United Nations (U.N) internal survey 40% of UNOG’s employees in Geneva are set to retire in 2013. U.N like many other institutions will be faced with the baby-boomer retirement dilemma where highly experienced and skilled aged employees leave with the threat of filling their vacant positions with unseasoned employees. Therefore, U.N must find ways or processes to relay the knowledge to the up and coming employees and future generations.

Furthermore, the dangers of a world organization like the U.N without the ability to pass on knowledge to employees will have severe and catastrophic outcomes. For example, a negotiation involving BRIC nations regarding ammunition and jurisdiction affecting other member states who must be referred to in certain ways and have unwritten sequence of order for agenda and talks. If the replacement employee filling in for a retired employee did not have a meeting or talk to their predecessor about BRIC nations, the meeting will most likely be a failure and BRIC nations may advance their agenda to the detriment of other member states.

In addition, from the example above it is clear such knowledge is sometimes unspoken and assumed as second nature to the outgoing employee but to their replacement it may be foreign.

Likewise, there is hard knowledge the kind that is not unspoken but needs to be relayed to the employees precisely and effectively. If there is no methodology or sequence of relaying such knowledge, it becomes the responsibility of each exiting employee to relay the knowledge effectively. This is an unjust burden put on that employee and this would create room for inefficiency and loss of knowledge.

Evidently, methodology or procedure for passing on the baton of knowledge is crucial, but so is the timing. The timing when such knowledge should be passed on depends on complexity and size of the knowledge. If knowledge is fairly simple it can be passed on a few days or the same day retiring employee is set to leave; otherwise, the knowledge can be passed on in stages or may need longer time duration.

The U.N has various tasks and functions that are similar and different from other organizations but they can use some methods developed by business corporations to relay knowledge. A mentor and apprentice sort of relationship geared towards knowledge transfer for the knowledge that needs human to human interaction for transfer is suitable.

Another way is off-boarding or also called exit interview in which exiting employees talk through their tasks, functions, past and reoccurring projects. After the interview an audio or written report is compiled directly from the interview which is passed to current and future employees on a need to know basis. In this process of knowledge transfer some award for ingenuity may also help the employees feel free to pass on the information, because they received acknowledgement for it. Again, a different way of transferring information that supports existing methods is to have a mandatory volunteer clause in long term employment contracts that require volunteer session for retiring or exiting employees.

The U.N can still stop the loss of more valuable employee knowledge and win the relay race if it acts now. Just like a relay race team U.N might be behind on the last lap, but all it takes is action, initiative, and the right pace to come out victorious. There is much work to be done at U.N for knowledge retention, but gain can only come from pain and this pain dwarfs the loss of knowledge substantially.

Sitex is represented by a team of nurses and pharmacists. They have for mission to provide professional care and treatments to patients staying at home.

Geneva 022 794 85 55
info@sitexsa.ch
Le Golf d'Annecy à Talloires est idéalement placé à cinquante minutes de Genève. Après avoir passé Annecy, puis les villages de Veyrier et de Menthon-Saint-Bernard qui bordent la rive est du lac, dite « plein soleil », vous rejoindrez la réserve naturelle du Roc de Chère, un petit massif montagneux qui plonge dans le lac d'Annecy. Là, adossée au trou numéro 9, une nouvelle maison hôtelière est dédiée aux golfeurs. Chaque chambre est conçue avec un accès pour le chariot de golf. UN Special a rencontré son propriétaire, bonhomme souriant et répartie discrète. Monsieur Willy De Liège nous fait partager son rêve d'enfance.

EMMANUELLE GANTET, ONU GENÈVE

Le Golf de Talloires, créé en 1951, a connu depuis de nombreux aménagements et modifications pour offrir à ses 550 membres permanents et ses quelque huit mille visiteurs par saison, un parcours de qualité qui offre de très belles vues sur Annecy, son lac et ses montagnes. Mais la nouveauté 2009 est cette jeune structure hôtelière adossée au parcours de golf et dédiée aux golfeurs… Votre réalisation.

En effet, le Golf de Talloires est lové entre le joli petit hameau d'Echarvines et la très ancienne Ecurie du Lac, dans la Réserve naturelle du Roc de Chère, réserve protégée qui ne recense pas moins de vingt et un milieux différents. C'est un écosystème étonnant, unique en Europe, où coexistent une flore de type méditerranéen sur les pentes abruptes du versant sud et, cachée en pleine forêt, une végétation typiquement montagnarde. Dans un tel cadre de charme, un projet hôtelier devait trouver sa place.

Comment avez-vous pu faire éclore ce projet ?
J'ai grandi dans une maison située sur les flancs du Golf du Lac d'Annecy à Talloires. Talloires est une place hôtelière renommée, qui a été visitée par Paul Cézanne, l'Aga Khan, Winston Churchill ou Richard Nixon, mais également Lou Reed, Serge Gainsbourg, Jane Birkin, ou encore Jean Graton le dessinateur de Michel Vaillant. Aujourd'hui la tradition hôtelière se prolonge avec Sophie Bise et sa très réputée Auberge homonyme, Jean-Claude Bise et son Cottage, mais également Denys Escoffier, Jean-François Marie ou encore Sébastien Jeagler avec leurs hôtels-restaurants La Charpenterie, Le Lac ou La Villa des Fleurs. Seul bémol pour les golfeurs, ces hôtels-restaurants se situent dans le bourg de Talloires, alors que le Golf est plus en amont. C'est pourquoi, il m'est apparu évident de monter un hôtel trois étoiles dédié aux golfeurs, près des golfeurs, et je remercie la Région Rhône-Alpes pour m'avoir soutenu dans ce projet et m'avoir aidé à sa réalisation.

Sa concrétisation dans une réserve naturelle, à flanc d’un hameau traditionnel, a dû être difficile tant pour trouver un terrain que sur le plan du droit de la construction ?
En fait, j’ai le grand bonheur d’avoir pu réaliser la construction de mon rêve d’enfance grâce au terrain familial situé idéalement près du Golf. La superficie disponible m’a permis de construire quinze chambres spacieuses avec, pour chacune d’elles, un accès facile de plain pied pour le chariot de golf. Une première dans la région! Et j’en suis fier car mes clients golfeurs apprécient cette architecture adaptée à leurs attentes.

Vous pensez amortir votre projet dans quel délai?

Hôtel Golf et Montagnes à Talloires
Le Golf de Talloires est ouvert toute l’année sauf enneigement exceptionnel en hiver. Si nos taux d’occupation des chambres répondent à nos prévisions, nous devrions couvrir assez rapidement nos investissements. La clientèle du Golf de Talloires est locale mais les visiteurs sont nombreux et, lors des compétitions, notre proximité est un atout.

Votre Hôtel est-il référencé directement sur le site du Golf de Talloires ? Malheureusement le site du Golf de Talloires a un espace limité de liens vers d’autres sites web et nous n’apparaissions que dans les «news». Mais il est possible de nous trouver et de réserver soit directement sur notre site www.hotel-golf-montagnes.fr, ou par l’office du tourisme de Talloires ou encore le site régional Annecy-Aravis. Un hôtel dénommé « Hotel Golf et Montagnes » ouvre à d’autres activités que le golf…

Pour moi, venir à Talloires, c’est un coup de cœur pour un havre de paix où il fait bon se ressourcer, s’abandonner un instant aux charmes de l’endroit. Mais venir à Talloires, c’est aussi, pour certains adhérer à un esprit sportif, et je ne pense pas seulement au golf. Entre lac et montagnes, se pratiquent sans limite la plongée subaquatique, la voile, la randonnée pédestre, la ballade équestre, le tennis, les parcours acrobatiques en forêt ou le canyoning, sans oublier le parapente, domaine dans lequel Talloires s’est fait une réputation et a accueilli cette année en juin la coupe du monde de parapente.

Avez-vous des projets de développement ? Oui, développer l’image de mon rêve auprès de mon cœur de cible, le golfeur, mais également auprès de toute personne qui va tomber sous les charmes de Talloires et ses activités multiples.

Pour plus d’informations visitez www.hotel-golf-montagnes.fr ou www.golf-lacannecy.com
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ELIZABETH JAMES AND EUGENE JAMES

Europe evokes the notion of lifestyle, health and prosperity. The ‘old continent’ has become a hallmark of peace on the planet in the course of the last six decades. European integration has notably fostered political stability and continuity in terms of governance. The founders of the ‘E.U’ introduced particular institutions that tackled cross border issues in order to facilitate economic activity, trade and especially to rule out the likelihood of another war. The integration process has proven very successful with instances such as the establishment of particular commissions that address issues within an area of expertise, the creation of a European Court of Justice, the setup of a Council of Ministers and a European Parliament and various other institutions. Integration has contributed to a standardization of norms across Europe that implies that each member state carries out an action that is aligned to European Union policy and regulation.

The consolidation of the Union proceeded through the economic channel and gradually it encompassed the realm of politics and the judiciary system. By and large, the economic sector has played the most vital role in integration and it probably accounts for the lion’s share of the success. Business, trade and lately the single currency contribute to the strength of the European Union and they maintain cohesion. The citizens of the European Union have immensely benefited from integration in different ways, whether in terms of security, welfare or freedom. Indeed, integration has enabled Europe to rapidly recover from the Second World War. The process is ongoing and it renders Europe an attractive destination to whosoever aspires to high standards of living in general.

Membership carries many fundamental implications other than the one referred above. In particular, the members of the Union adhere to the ‘Schengen area’ that guarantees absolute freedom of movement to the citizens of every member state. This measure is the cornerstone of the Schengen Agreement that has an impact on several dimensions of European territorial governance. At a practical level, the agreement affects migration patterns and the labour market, to name only the core areas. At a conceptual level, the agreement affects the legal standards of member states and the conduct towards human rights.

Europe is at the crossroad of Asia and Africa and the member states of the European Union are more developed than neighbouring countries in Asia and Africa. This state of affairs nourishes a desire and willingness in inhabitants from other parts of the world to embark on a journey that leads them towards the gates of the European Union in the search of a better living. In effect, the ongoing arrival of such people hastened E.U. member states to craft processes that manage the flow of asylum seekers. In various instances the influx stems from the existence of a crisis in a particular region of the world that is related to conflict, climate degradation or economic hardship. In many cases, asylum seekers are vulnerable and they are fearful to return to their homes. Their decision to leave bears witness to the fact they are desperate to realize their hopes especially when one considers the fact that they leave so much behind them, i.e. families, friends, property and status.
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Most asylum seekers are genuinely in a situation of distress and they require assistance in order to reconstruct their lives. The European Union is well equipped to address the fundamental necessities to contribute to the realization of that aim, whether one regards health, nutrition, shelter, education for children, vocational training and eventually jobs. In essence, the institutions in Europe are well structured and they possess a sufficient amount of resources to accommodate the needs of the asylum seekers. However one must bear in mind that the resources are limited and the European Union must govern the process in a manner that does not disrupt order and especially the process must not deplete the resources.

In particular, in recent years the European Union has established mechanisms to rebuff attempts by asylum seekers to enter the Schengen area through illegal means. The “Dublin accord” precisely fulfills this objective on a broad scale. The accord establishes a track record of the applications for asylum that are submitted across the member states of the entire European Union. The accord acts as buffer in the sense that when an application is rejected in one member state, then the asylum seeker automatically loses eligibility to apply elsewhere.

The aforementioned elements concern the conceptual level of immigration. At a practical level, the member states of the European Union carry out cross border control that can be viewed as a means to enforce the decision to restrict the entry of certain asylum seekers. The primary purpose of this measure is to ward off criminals. Ironically, a by-product of this tough stance is the emergence of human trafficking, which has become the most common form of crime that engulfs asylum seekers. Despair is one of the root causes of this odious ‘business’ that has cost the lives of thousands of victims. Asylum seekers opt for illegal channels such as a boat ride on the infamous ‘pateras’ across the Mediterranean Sea to circumvent cumbersome administrative procedures in their country of origin. The illegal means represent a ‘short-cut’ for asylum seekers rather than an outright engagement in criminal activity.

Since a couple of years, the media reports cases of deportation that are carried out by member states of the European Union. In general, the processes have become arduous since eligibility for asylum depends on a more comprehensive set of criteria that have become uniform across the European Union. The rationale of this policy is the necessity to ‘share the burden’ among E.U member states to host asylum seekers. Such a state of affairs has led observers and critics to refer to the European Union as ‘Fortress Europe’ in popular parlance. The term is rather derogatory and it points at the mechanisms that have been put in place such as strict border controls to restrict the influx of immigrants. The term suggests that such a means is deemed unfair and perhaps excessive.

The internal security of the European Union must be preserved and citizens are totally entitled to it. However to what extent can the European Union carry out economic development in a manner that uplifts average citizens within every member state, while the inhabitants of other regions of the world barely witness any change in their living conditions? The act of immigration exposes the gap that exists between the needs of someone and the actual satisfaction of those needs. Perhaps the European Union policymakers must address the fundamental imbalances that exist between the European economy and other parts of the world. Proper development assistance to immigrants’ country of origin can perhaps improve living conditions which then reduces the need to immigrate. Short of this compromise, immigrants will continue to flock towards the gates of the European Union and many will be sent back with shattered dreams!
MAURITANIE
DÉSERT DE L’ADRAR

TEXTE & PHOTOS CLAUDE MAILLARD, OMS

Très commerçant, le pays est toujours traversé par quelques caravanes, et dans les coins les plus reculés on y croise encore des esclaves. Officiellement appelée République islamique de Mauritanie, le pays fait partie du Sahara de l’Afrique de l’Ouest. Également nommée le -pays des Maures- dont elle tire son nom, la Mauritanie, d’une superficie de plus d’un million de kilomètres carrés, est relativement très étendue. Bordée à l’ouest sur 650 km par l’océan Atlantique, elle a des frontières communes avec le Sahara occidental (nord-ouest), l’Algérie (nord), le Mali (est et sud-est) et le Sénégal (sud-ouest). De par sa situation géographique, la Mauritanie est un point de passage entre l’Afrique noire et les pays du Maghreb situés au nord. Concentrée principalement dans la capitale Nouakchott, la population (3,3 millions d’habitants) se répartit principalement en deux parties. D’une part, les Maures arabo-berbères (appelés aussi les « Blancs ») et, d’autre part, les Néo-Africains (Peuls, Wolofs, Soninkés…). Descendants d’esclaves noirs, les Haratines forment une troisième ethnie qui appartient à la couche inférieure de la société. Pour eux, l’esclavage ne fait malheureusement pas partie que du passé!

La Mauritanie est l’un des derniers pays où l’on peut goûter à l’aventure de l’extrême. On a l’impression d’être au bout du monde lorsqu’on arrive dans un cercle de tentes maures ou dans un campement peul.

Education/Enseignement

Gstaad International School
A Boarding School.

Website: www.gstaadschool.ch
E-mail: gis@gstaad.ch

Maison des enfants Montessori
Eduquer autrement accueil pour enfants de 3 à 6 ans

Renseignements:
E. Coquoz, Maison des Enfants
2 bis, rue de la Prulay tél. +41 22 774 17 52
1217 Meyrin mob. +41 79 774 70 74
imsmontessori@vtx.ch

En plein Sahara, la sécheresse de ces dernières décennies et l’assaut des dunes en font l’une des régions les plus chaudes et inhospitalières de la planète. L’eau se fait rare, tout comme l’ombre, et il faut être très prudent lorsque l’on s’aventure dans ce désert. De Chinguetti, point de départ de notre randonnée chamelière à travers le massif de l’Adrar, notre objectif sera d’atteindre l’oasis de Terjit,
terme du périple. Dix jours de marche seront nécessaires. Le gardien d’une bibliothèque du coin nous avait prévenus. S'aventurer dans le désert de l'Adrar fin avril n'est pas très raisonnable. Il n'avait pas tout à fait tort! A cette époque la chaleur est torride. Aussi, nous allons devoir profiter de la fraîcheur matinale et des fins d'après-midi pour nous déplacer. Le restant de la journée, lorsque le soleil est à son zénith, sieste obligatoire pour tout le monde ! Autre souci de taille, l'eau des puits qui ne nous incitait guère à la boire. Et malgré l'ajout de désinfectants, elle causa quelques ravages dans le groupe. Mais cette région de Mauritanie, avec ses immenses dunes de sable qui, du blanc au rouge, en passant par le jaune citron et l'ocre, est d'une beauté exceptionnelle. Arrivés à Terjit, on croit vraiment au mirage lorsque l'on découvre l'oasis blottie au fond d'un canyon étroit, avec ses sources d'eau qui alimentent un ruisseau qui serpente au milieu des palmiers bien verts. Après avoir grillé au milieu des dunes de sable multicolore, au travers des déserts de caillasse et autres étendues d'herbe à chameaux parsemées d'acacias, la fraîcheur du lieu est inespérée… et fortement appréciée. Malheureusement, toute bonne chose ayant une fin, le retour sur Nouakchott nous fera bien vite oublier le formidable accueil reçu dans le désert de la part des quelques nomades rencontrés. Suite à la désertification, les Mauritaniens se sont repliés sur la capitale pour trouver de quoi survivre. La construction de la ville remonte aux années 50 (à cette époque il y avait cinq cents habitants) et c'est en 1957 que l'on décide d’y transférer la capitale qui était alors Saint-Louis. Depuis la population a été multipliée par 1500! Cette croissance démesurée, ajoutée à l’ensablement qui progresse quotidiennement, est à l’origine de nombreux problèmes dont la pauvreté qui ne cesse de s’accroître, ce qui entraîne une certaine insécurité de la ville. Et puis, les différents coups d’état militaires qui ont trouble l’ordre public ces dernières années n’ont rien fait pour arranger les choses. Si la ville n’a guère d’intérêt, le port, à l’heure du retour des pêcheurs avec leurs pirogues très colorées, mérite néanmoins le détour...
PHOTO COMPETITION 2009
"PORTRAITS OF LIFE"

Club Photo International, Photo-Club ITU-WIPO and Photo-Club-CERN are organizing a photo competition for staff and family members of the international organizations, CERN and Permanent Missions to the United Nations and NGOs accredited to ECOSOC.

THEME OF THE COMPETITION: PORTRAITS OF LIFE

People in their environment: How they live, work and interact
People and their place in the world are surely the most enduring subject for art. This year's competition theme – “Portraits of Life” – offers photographers the opportunity to continue in that noble tradition, documenting people in their daily lives. Prizes will be awarded to the best pictures.

Conditions of participation
Participants must agree to the following conditions:
• All photos submitted must have been taken by the participant himself/herself.
• Photos should neither violate the rights of a third party, nor contain offensive content.
• Each participant may submit up to three photos.

Type of image: Black and white or colour prints.
Format: 20x30 cm or A4 (image without frame)
Deadline for submission: 30 September 2009
Submission to be sent to: Suroor Alikhan
Club Photo International
Palais des Nations
UNRISD, D.213
CH-1211 Genève 10

• Digital editing is limited to: sharpening, levels adjustment, conversion to black and white, hue/saturation, resizing/rotation/cropping, curves adjustment, noise reduction and colour correction.
• Images must not be watermarked.
• The organizers have the right to exclude photos if they do not conform to the above conditions.

Jury
The jury comprises representatives of the joint committee of Club Photo International, Photo-Club ITU-WIPO and Photo-Club CERN and professional photographers. The jury’s decisions are final.

Use of images
The organizers may use the images on their websites, in which case they will credit the photographer. However, copyright resides with the photographer.

Return of entries
Participants wishing their photos to be returned to them should provide a self-addressed stamped envelope.

For more information, please contact:
• Sergio da Silva
Email: clubphotointernational@unog.ch
Phone: 022 917 2733
• Cessy Karina
Email: ClubPhoto@itu.int
Phone: 022 730 5534
• Arie Van Praag
Email: a.van.praag@bluewin.ch
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LA COOPÉRATION POLICIÈRE EN EUROPE: DU CONCEPT À LA CONCRÉTISATION

A l’instar du reste du monde, l’Europe fait face à une criminalité transfrontière croissante tant au niveau des actes, des effectifs et des moyens financiers technologiques, logistiques et organisationnels.

M. ALI ZARROUK
En 1992, le Traité de Maastricht avait indiqué qu’aux fins de réalisation des buts de l’Union, les États membres devaient considérer la coopération policière comme étant une question d’intérêt commun qui appellerait la création d’une structure capable, notamment, d’assurer un système d’échange d’informations à l’échelle de l’Europe.

En règle générale, les intérêts communs gagnent à être traités collectivement, aussi, le même Traité a-t-il habilité le Conseil de l’Union à adopter des conventions et actions communes dans la mesure où elles seraient plus efficaces que celles effectuées isolément. Dans le même esprit, le titre VI du Traité sur l’Union intitulé « Dispositions relatives à la coopération policière et judiciaire en matière pénale » affirme l’objectif d’offrir aux Européens un haut niveau de protection à travers une action commune dans le domaine de la coopération judiciaire et policière.

Il s’agit de prévenir et de lutter contre la criminalité, le terrorisme, la traite des êtres humains et les crimes contre les enfants, le trafic de drogues et d’armes, la corruption, le blanchiment d’argent, le trafic illicite des matières nucléaires et radioactives, le trafic de véhicules volés et la fraude, notamment, grâce à « une coopération plus étroite entre les forces de police, les autorités douanières et les autres autorités compétentes dans les États membres, à la fois directement et par l’intermédiaire de l’Office européen de police ». Ces objectifs seront réaffirmés au sein de l’article deuxième de la Convention Europol.

La Convention annonce la création de l’Office européen de police et lui attribue, en premier lieu, la fonction de faciliter les échanges, collecte, analyse et communication des informations et renseignements aux services compétents des États membres ainsi que la gestion de recueils d’informations informatisés.

Europol doit, en outre, « approfondir les connaissances spécialisées qui sont utilisées dans le cadre des enquêtes par les services compétents des États membres et dispenser des conseils pour les enquêtes », « fournir des renseignements stratégiques pour faciliter et promouvoir une utilisation efficace et rationnelle des ressources disponibles au niveau national pour les activités opérationnelles » et « élaborer des rapports ». L’office assiste également les États membres en matière de formation, organisation et équipement des services, méthodes préventives de la criminalité, méthodes d’enquêtes et de police technique et scientifique.

Europol intervient donc dans les « affaires » impliquant plus d’un État membre seulement dans le cas où le « traitement » au niveau européen s’avère plus judicieux que le niveau national. Proportionnalité, subsidiarité et solidarité restent les maîtres mots pour cette entreprise houleuse sous le signe de la coopération intramuros d’une mosaic de souverainetés.
ENDANGERED PLANT SPECIES DISCOVERED ON UN GROUNDS!

2010 will be the UN International Year of Biodiversity, and what could be more auspicious than the discovery of an endangered species growing in the UN park?

WENDY STRAHM

The “Corn Mignonette”, a species belonging to a family of plants renowned for their medicinal properties, was discovered last June, growing in the area disturbed by the Genève-Lac-Nations project. This 35 million franc project to develop an environmentally-friendly way to cool the UN and other buildings by using water from Lake Geneva has had an additional and unexpected benefit of providing habitat for the Corn Mignonette, as well as a number of other threatened plant species. The Corn Mignonette (Latin name Reseda phyteuma) is listed as “endangered” in both the Swiss as well as the Geneva Red Lists of threatened plants, and it is a huge surprise that it should turn up on UN grounds. Its seeds have probably lain dormant in the soil for years just waiting for this opportunity to grow.

Plant life in Switzerland is very rich given the variety of habitats and altitudes in the country, but sadly nearly a third of the three thousand plant species growing in the country have been identified as threatened with extinction – including the Corn Mignonette. The reasons for this are many, but a major problem is that many native plants cannot grow in soil that has either been enriched by chemical fertilisers (those which make lawns nice and green), or else by dung from livestock such as cows and sheep. “Poor” soil is something that has become very rare throughout Europe. The UN now manages much of its park without the addition of chemical fertilisers and keeps extensive meadows, which is very good for some of the native plant species and their associated insects and birds. However most of the soil in the meadows is still very “rich” due to the use of chemical fertilisers in the past (which continue to have enriching effects decades later), as well as from sheep. Therefore while the meadows are very pretty, species diversity is still rather low, although with time and proper management one hopes this will improve.

The Corn Mignonette can only grow in poor, unfertilised soil that has been recently disturbed, conditions which were created by the recent construction work along the narrow strip of land at the bottom of the UN Park near the Sécheron exit. In addition, over eighty other species have been observed growing in this relatively small area (about 300 m long by 10 m wide) to date, including others listed in the Swiss Red List such as Weld (Reseda luteola), Annual Woundwort (Stachys annua) and Moth Mullein (Verbascum blattaria). Other less threatened but beautiful species such as Poppies (Papaver rhoeas) and Self-Heal (Prunella vulgaris) also cheered the landscape this summer. Surprisingly a number of these species have medicinal properties, so perhaps colleagues from WHO (which is also being cooled thanks to the lake water project) might be interested in paying a visit to this site.

So what can be done to conserve this astonishing little patch of rare species that has turned up on UN grounds? As these plants grow in disturbed places and cannot compete with other species where the soil is richer, it is essential not to fertilise or add additional soil to level the site, nor to plant grass. Doing so would damage the area to the point that the endangered Corn Mignonette and its associated rare plants could no longer survive. A management plan is urgently needed to work out how to maintain this habitat, which may include local, man-made disturbance during the non-flowering season. An information panel explaining why and how this part of the park is being managed could be erected. The area may not look as “tidy” as would a grassy lawn, but biodiversity is not tidy, and the UN should lead by example if we are truly going to conserve the vast number of species on which our wellbeing depends. Let’s make an effort for the UN Year of Biodiversity to act locally while thinking globally!

ENDANGERED PLANT SPECIES DISCOVERED ON UN GROUNDS!
POURQUOI NE PAS LE FAIRE?

SAUT DU DOUBS

Je vous propose des petites balades à des degrés de difficulté différents, pour vous changer les idées, vous oxygéner et vous déstresser. N’oubliez pas: ne rien faire nuit à votre santé.

Je vous souhaitez des journées de marche et de détente agréables et ensoleillées.

TEXTE ET PHOTOS ANDRÉ ROTACH


A cet endroit n’hésitez pas à faire un petit détour au Belvédère: vue superbe sur la vallée du Doubs et le barrage. Passage au «Bois du Dar – 1155 mètres» et retour par la route forestière jusqu’au Brenets. Soit au total quatre heures trente et 16 kilomètres pour un dénivelé total de 630 mètres au GPS.

D’autres variantes sont possibles avec éventuellement des passages délicats. Une d’elles pour tous: Les Brenets – Saut du Doubs: une heure pour un dénivelé de 17 mètres! et retour par le même chemin ou en bateau.


Indispensable: une carte officielle de la Fédération suisse de tourisme pédestre (Office fédéral de topographie) 1143 Le Locle. Ne pas oublier de vous équiper de bonnes chaussures de marche et de vêtements adaptés à l’altitude et à la saison.

BONNE RANDONNÉE.
ET (S)PORTEZ-VOUS BIEN!

AVEC NOUS, FAITES BONNE IMPRESSION!
I am proposing a few small hikes of varying degrees of difficulty, to let you see new things, get some fresh air and relax a bit. Don’t forget: doing nothing is bad for your health. Here’s hoping you have fun hiking in pleasant and sunny weather.

ANDRÉ ROTACH  
(English translation by David Winch)

Take the autoroute from Geneva towards Lausanne, Yverdon, Neuchâtel, then exit at sortie 12 La Chaux-de-Fonds. Head towards Le Locle and Les Brenets. Continue to a large parking lot on the right called “Rives du Doubs”; the starting-point “Les Pargots” is at 770 metres. Follow the directions to Saut du Doubs, then Le Châtelot. You will pass by points marked “Chemin du Banc Vert”, “Hôtels du Saut – 753 metres”, “Saut du Doubs – 736 metres”, “Le Châtelot – 754 metres”, “Roches de Moron – 1076 metres”, and “L’Escarpineau – 1215 metres”.

Here, don’t miss a little detour to the Belvédère: there is a superb view of the Doubs valley and the dam. You pass by the marker “Bois du Dar – 1155 metres” and return by the forest route to Brenets. This takes a total of four hours thirty minutes, over 16 kilometres, for a total change in altitude of 630 metres, according to the GPS.

Other variants of this hike are possible, including some with tricky sections. One of them is for everybody: Les Brenets to Saut du Doubs takes an hour, with a change in altitude of just 17 metres! You can return by the same route, or by boat.

For more details, see Guide des randonnées, Jura Suisse, Edition Rother.

Also: an official map from the Swiss hiking federation (Fédération Suisse de tourisme pédestre) 1143 Le Locle is indispensable. Don’t forget to wear good hiking boots and weather-suitable clothing.

GOOD TREKKING!
Sur le côté gauche de l’escalier d’honneur, le visiteur peut admirer la peinture murale de l’artiste français Maurice Denis (1870-1943) « la dignité au travail ». Il s’agit d’un tableau de 6×3 mètres.

Denis était l’un des principaux membres du groupe des nabis, autoproclamés « prophètes du modernisme » qui s’inspiraient de Paul Gauguin. Au faîte de sa renommée après la deuxième guerre mondiale, il vit ses œuvres exposées lors de manifestations importantes.

Cette peinture représente le – Christ dans son atelier de Nazareth, ayant posé ses outils pour s’adresser à un groupe d’ouvriers revêtus des habits de travail du XXe siècle.

Denis a exécuté cette peinture dans son atelier de Saint-Germain-en-Laye (devenu depuis le Musée du Prieuré). Elle a ensuite été transportée à Genève et disposée le long du mur de l’escalier et par-dessus les arcades en mai 1931.
UN CAS TYPIQUE

Ce numéro est consacré aux représentants du personnel, passés, présents et futurs.

The Clinique Générale-Beaulieu is certified to be in compliance with ISO standards. Its primary concern at all times is the quality of the care and services it provides. Quality programs and ongoing training of the nursing staff help ensure that each patient enjoys the safety he or she has every right to demand. Quality is evident at all levels everywhere, from patient intake and the environment through hygiene to the room and administrative follow-up. The high level of quality illustrates the professionalism and high standards of the medical and health care teams. This contributes to the success of the visit, which is also demonstrated through attention to detail.